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The positives

• Supplementary income

• On farm infrastructure improvements

– e.g. gates, fences, roads

• Possibility of treated water for irrigation

• Off farm employment opportunities

– But a double edged sword

• Investment in a range of community 

infrastructure and programs



The negatives
• Loss of privacy and peaceful enjoyment of 

property

– Including concerns about children

• Stress

– The “unknown” before
– The “known” during negotiations and construction

• Time consumed with researching, negotiating, 

managing

• Additional costs

– Not all are covered by a land access agreement

• Difficulty in making business planning decisions 

• “Forced” land access negotiation
– Seen as no choice

• Massive changes in communities



Challenges
• Regulatory

– Inefficient land access

– No confidence in water science

– Different legislative frameworks (mining, water, 

petroleum)

– Rehabilitation and legacy

• Environment

– Fracking fears

– Massive concerns over water quantity, quality and 

aquifer integrity

– Pest and weeds, dust and other impacts on 

agricultural production

• Practices

– Different for each company

– Poor disclosure on scale

– One size doesn’t fit every farm business
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Water quality impacts



Community challenges

• Huge influx of people into 

underprepared communities

– e.g. rental and services competition

• Competition for phone and internet 

band width at peak times (end of shift)

• Wages paid in resources sector caused 

difficulties for engaging farm labour

– “unfair” playing field

• FIFO gambling and prostitution

• Increasing resistance and activism



Helpful initiatives
• Better regulatory framework

– In Queensland, the Land Access Code

– SCER National Harmonised Regulatory & 

Land Access Frameworks 

• Better education, e.g. AgForward

• More investment in science, but needs to 

be reality tested

– But there won’t be perfect knowledge

• Better engagement by CSG companies 

• Independent bodies

– NSW Land & Water Commissioner

– Qld GasFields Commission

– IESC



Activism widening due to concerns



CSG industry are not the only 

targets...



NFF does not condone 

bullying farmers

• Unauthorised signs 

placed on farm 

gates

• Farmers are being 

hassled, including 

rude and abusive 

behaviour

• Farmers agreeing to 

have gate signs to 

be rid of this 

behaviour 



An emerging call for a more 

balance response from 

agriculture

I am very concerned about farmers 

promoting the “Lock the gate” type 
campaigns. Giving support and credibility 

to these organisations is extremely 

dangerous for the farming sector. How do 

we educate farmers so that they 

understand they are being used?



Social licence can be 

transient…
• Farmers’ social licence is hard won

– And subject to whims of interest groups, e.g. 

animal welfare and tobacco

• The conduct of some CSG companies is 

better than others

– Most are working hard but cultural shift still 

needed, from top to bottom including sub-

contractors

– Industry is also concerned about their 

“cowboys”



Actions such as 

this taint the 

whole industry –
undoing any good 

work so far



Case Study – Working 

Effectively Together
• Some company’s have worked 

constructively with farmers

– Save the CSG company money

– Benefitting the farm business, e.g. 

minimising the CSG footprint or new 

infrastructure

• Innovative land access agreements

– Santos and Origin

• Some farmers providing services to CSG, 

e.g. start up engineering



Full Civil Lease - Maximum 

Disturbance Well Site



Minimum Disturbance Well Site



Maximum Disturbance Flow Line –
post seeding and rain



Minimum Disturbance Flow Line –
same rain, no other action



Agriculture needs…
• No long term impact on farm business or 

environment and NO legacy issues

– Treat and beneficially use CSG water

• Identify all scientific tools that can be 

used to closely monitor actual or 

perceived environmental impacts

• Baseline data expanded

– water level and quality, weeds, light noise, 

methane emissions, OLF paths etc



For the farm business……
• Comprehensive farm plans prior to CSG 

activity negotiations

• Priority to allow normal farm operations 

to be carried out, spraying, irrigating, 

mustering

• CSG must be seen as an asset

• Minimise farm level footprint

• CSG to operate to ag BMP standards 

when on property

• Area wide development plans



Some NFF suggestions for 

the industry
• Social licence

– Finance remaining GAB cap & pipe program

• Rehabilitation

– Post well and gas field closure, and a program for 

remediation where required

• Transparency

– e.g. replicate USA’s FracFocus

• Include a third stage (as proposed in Qld)

– Exploration, pre-production feasibility and production

• Land Access

– Review all agreements for best practice

– Ombudsman?



Need to get right the 

science (before the rush), 

engagement and the 

legislative framework



CSG wells have not been seen as a beneficial 
farm asset in advertising for property sales....



...until now



Coexistence

• Agriculture and resources are the 

backbone of Australia 

– And have much in common

• Need to fully realise the opportunities 

for agriculture, regional communities 

and the CSG industry

• But requires recognition of the HUGE 

CULTURAL AND PRACTICAL shift that is 

occurring in TRADITIONAL agricultural 

landscapes 

– Requires patience and respect 




